An overview of old and new results in studies of the quasi-realistic free fermionic models is presented, which include the recent discovery of exophobic string vacua and reproduction of the Higgs-matter splitting mechanism in a corresponding orbifold construction.
vacuum should accommodate the canonical SO(10) embedding of its spectrum. Additionally, a perturbative string vacuum should contain three chiral generations and a pair of Higgs doublets with potentially viable Yukawa couplings. Among the five perturbative string theories the only one that which is compatible with these requirements is the E 8 × E 8 heterotic-string, as it is the only one that produces spinorial representations in the perturbative massless spectrum. It may well be that exploring other properties of the fundamental vacuum will necessitate utilising a different perturbative limit of the underlying nonperturbative theory. The ultimate question in this regard is how are the different limits connected, and how can we be guaranteed that we are exploring different limits of a single nonperturbative vacuum.
The quasi-realistic free fermionic heterotic-string models were constructed in the late eighties and early nineties [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . They provide a concrete framework to study many of the issues that pertain to the phenomenology of the Standard Model and grand unification. A few highlights of studies in the free fermionic standard-like models are listed below:
• Top quark mass ∼ 175-180GeV [6] • Generation mass hierarchy [14] • CKM mixing [15, 16] • Stringy seesaw mechanism [17, 18, 19] • Gauge coupling unification [20, 21] • Proton stability [22] • Squark degeneracy [23, 24] • Minimal Standard Heterotic String Model (MSHSM) [8] • Moduli fixing [25] • Classification [26, 27] & spinor-vector duality [28, 29] The fermionic formulation was developed in the mid-eighties [13, 30] . The equivalence of bosons and fermions is two dimensions entails that a model constructed using the fermionic approach corresponds to a model constructed using the bosonic approach in which the target-space is compactified on a six dimensional internal manifold. The free fermionic formalism corresponds to using a free bosonic formalism in which the radii of the internal dimensions are fixed at a special point in the compact space. Deformation from the special point in the moduli space are parametrized in terms of world-sheet Thirring interactions among the world-sheet fermions [31] . The simplicity of the free fermionic formalism entails that the string consistency constraints are solved in terms of the world-sheet free fermion transformation properties on the string world-sheet, which are encoded in sets of basis vectors and one-loop GSO projection coefficients among the basis vectors. The formalism to extract the physical spectrum and superpotential interaction terms are also straightforward. The simplest free fermionic constructions correspond to a Z 2 × Z 2 orbifold of a six dimensional toroidal manifold, augmented with discrete Wilson lines that are needed to break the SO(10) GUT symmetry.
Perhaps, the most tantalising achievement is the successful calculation of the top quark mass [6] , which was obtained several years prior to the experimental discovery. This calculation demonstrats how string theory enables the calculation of the fermion-scalar Yukawa couplings in terms of the unified gauge coupling. Furthermore, the string models offer an explanation for the hierarchical mass splitting between the top and bottom quarks. The top quark Yukawa coupling is obtained at the cubic level of the superpotential and is of order one, whereas the Yukawa couplings of the lighter quarks and leptons are obtained from nonrenormalizable operators that are suppressed relative to the leading cubic level term. Thus, only the top quark mass is characterised by the electroweak scale and the masses of the lighter quarks and leptons are naturally suppressed compared to it. As the heavy generation Yukawa couplings are obtained at low orders in the superpotential, the calculation of these Yukawa couplings is robust and is common to a large class of models. Further analysis of fermion masses shows that quasi-realistic fermion mass textures arise for reasonable choices of supersymmetric flat directions [15] . Issues like left-handed neutrino masses [18] , gauge coupling unification [20, 21] , proton stability [22] and squark degeneracy [23, 24] were studied in concrete quasi-realistic free fermionic string models and for detailed solutions of the supersymmetric flat direction constraints. It was also demonstrated in ref. [8] that the free fermionic heterotic string vacua give rise to models that produce in the observable charged sector below the string unification scale solely the matter spectrum of the minimal supersymmetric standard model. Such models are dubbed Minimal Standard Heterotic String Models (MSHSM). The free fermionic models also provide important clues to the problem of moduli fixing in string theory [25] . They highlight the fact that string theory may utilize geometrical structures that do not have a classical correspondence. Primarily, they allow boundary conditions that distinguish between the left-and right-moving coordinates of the six dimensional compactified space. Such boundary conditions necessarily lead to the projection of the moduli fields associated with the extra internal coordinates. The free fermionic models have also been instrumental in recent years to unravel a new duality symmetry under the exchange of spinor and vector representations of the GUT group [28, 29] . The free fermionic formalism is also adaptable to a computerised classification, of Z 2 × Z 2 orbifolds with symmetric shifts [26, 27] . A generic property of string vacua is the existence of fractionally charged states, due to the breaking of the SO(10) GUT symmetry by discrete Wilson lines. The lowest state among those is stable due to electric charge conservation. Experimental constriants severely constrain the mass and abundance of such such particles. Using the free fermionic classification method we recently constructed examples of Pati-Salam string models that are completely free of massless exotics [32] .
The quasi-realistic free fermion models were constructed in the late eighties and early nineties, and continue to be represent viable string vacua that merit deeper exploration into their properties. In particular, their relation to Z 2 × Z 2 orbifolds is of vital importance. One should note that the different formalisms of string compactifications are related and provide complementary insight to the properties of the underlying vacua. So, for example, while the free fermionic approach provides easy access to the massless spectra and potential, and is adaptable to a computerised classification, orbifold representation may be more amenable to study moduli dynamics and vacuum selection. In this vein, it is vital to establish a detailed dictionary between the two laguages. While each language may be well understood on its own, writing a detailed dictionary between the two is often non-trivial.
In this talk I highlight how this correspondence can be established for two key properties of the models, and is indeed found to be highly non-trivial. The first is with respect to the Z 2 × Z 2 orbifold action on the SO(12) lattice at the free fermionic point. It is well known that a Z 2 × Z 2 orbifold of a generic six dimensional torus produces 48 fixed points, whereas Z 2 × Z 2 of the SO(12) lattice produces 24 fixed points. The 48 points can be reduced to 24 by adding a freely acting shift, under which pairs of fixed points are identified. Now one can add different freely acting shifts to this effect, and the question is which one reproduces the free fermionic model. Namely, it is not sufficient to examine the massless spectrum for this purpose, but one must also establish the correspondence of the massive spectrum. String theory affords even more interesting possibilities because, in addition to the ordinary Kaluza-Klein momentum modes, it also gives rise to space-like winding modes. Therefore, one can add freely acting shifts that shift the momenta, winding, as well as asymmetric shifts that act on both the momenta and winding and are therefore intrinsicallly stringy! It turms out that the shifts that reproduce the partition function at the free fermionic point are uniquely of the third kind.
The second property, related to the free fermion-orbifold correspondence, illustrates the utility of the free fermion method in accessing classes of string vacua that are obscure from the point of view of the orbifold contruction. In the orbifold models one typically starts with the E 8 × E 8 heterotic-string compactified to four dimensions and subsequently break one E 8 gauge factor by the orbifold twistings and discrete Wilson lines. In contrast the quasi-realistic free fermionic models start with SO(16) × SO (16) , where the reduction from E 8 × E 8 to SO(16)× SO(16) is realised in terms of a Generalised GSO (GGSO) phase in the partition function. One can then show that the partition function at the free fermionic point is generated by starting with the partition function of the E 8 × E 8 and acting on it with a freely acting
F ξ 2 δ 1 with δ 1 X 9 = X 9 + πR 9 , where F ξ 1,2 are fermion numbers acting on the first and second E 8 factors, and δ 9 is a mod 2 shift in one internal direction [33] . The action of the Z 2 × Z 2 freely acting twist reduces the E 8 × E 8 symmetry to SO(16) × SO (16) . The next step in the construction employs a Z c 2 twist that acts on the internal coordinates and produces 16 fixed points. The gauge symmetry is broken to E 7 × SU (2), and SO(12) × SO(4), in each case, respectively. The matter and Higgs states in the first case are in the 56 representation of E 7 , which breaks as 56 = (32, 1) + (12, 2) under SO(12) × SU (2), where the 32 spinorial, and the 12 vectorial, representations of SO (12) contain the matter and Higgs representations of the Standard Model, respectively. Hence, the freely acting Z a 2 × Z b 2 twists induce a string Higgs-matter splitting mechanism, similar to the string doublet-triplet splitting mechanism [22] . However, it turns out that simply adding the Z 2 ) partition and take into account the seven independent modular orbits (seven discrete torsions) [35] . A non-trivial proposition indeed! Now, one should note that this is merely one example. The free fermionic classification accesses 2 5 vacua at this level, and by breaking the hidden SO(16) factor to SO(8) × SO(8) this is increased to 2 9 . We therefore note that the free fermionic approach provides a superior tool to easily access large classes of string vacua. The bosonic formalism provides a more intuitive approach to the string moduli and hopefully to the dynamics that fix the string vacuum.
